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A snccj, of rhe charging of rhc DMSP satellires by auroral electrons is conducted by 
cornparision of numerical simularion, POLAR code, wirh observations of charging on the 
DMSP-F6 and F7 spacecrajk These observations h e  shown that the combined condition of 
low plasma density and high electron jlur will allow charging, with a mminuun reported 
spacecraft ground potential about -1.5 kV. POLAR is a three dimensional Fortran code rhar 
solves the Poisson-Vlasov system for self-consisrent sready st- plasma dcnriry and currents 
around a charged spacecraft. Cornparisom h e  been made between POLAR results and three 
observationr representing disrincr parameter regimes. For the one observananon where 
environrnenfal pararnerers were within POLAR'S mminai capabilities, t k  modcled frame 
potenrial of -220 Volts, agreed vevy well wirh the observed -215 Volts . Two other observarions 
were chosen to test POLAR on its limits for low p lasm densiry, and low potential charging; 
producing bad and reasonable agreement respectively. Code results also show signifimnt 
differenrial charging due to ram-wake dects,  and an fleet of spacecrafr size and design on 
charging .If1 

I. Inrroducriorr 

The charging of satellites in polar orbit 
by auroral electrons has been a topic of 
interest and debate for some time. The 
dative high density of the Low Emh Orbit 
(LEO) plasma originally led some to believe 
that LEO ch~girig would be negligible 
compmd to hat observed in Geostationary 
Orbit (CEO). This early anticipation has 
been confronted by direct observation of 
hunch of volts of negative charging on 
both i. DMSP-F6 and -F7 spacecraft 
[Br~se.  ;, . Gurscnlumw cr.al., 851 with a 
maximum of -1.5 k\' observed so far 
iurlreponcd observiuion). Although this is 

less than the chvging levels observed at 
CEO, it is significant. and the possibility for 
h~gher levcls of charging on other systems 
cannot be precluded without reference to 
some model or theory. 

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory 
has sponsored the development of a charging 
analysis code, POLAR (Wtentid of Large 
Spacecraft in the Auroral Begion), to 
specifically study auroral charging. It is 
essential that any model or theory be tested 
against observation. and the DMSP dm is m 
obvious choice for cornpaison with P 0 L . U .  
This comparison is important tor the 
validation of POLAR, but du, for advancing 



our undcrstmdirig the mechanisms of 
spacecraft charging. The DMSP 
observations have shown that combinations 
of high fiux and low background density will 
l e d  to charpg, but do not tell us much 
about such factors as composition, shape or 
size. 

II. Observarions 

The DMSP F6 satellite was launched on 
December 20, 1982 into a sun synchronous, 
dawndusk, circular orbit at an altitude of 
840 km, orbital period of 101.5 rnin. and an 
inclination of 99'. The DMSP F7 satellite 
was launched in November, 1983. into a 
similar orbit in the 1030-2230 magnetic local 
time (MLT) meridim. The two satellites 
each cvry the SSJ/4 instrument which 
measures precipitating ions and electrons, 
and the SSE instrument, which measures 
thermal plasma. 

The SSJ14 sensor consists of four 
cylindricd curved plate electrostatic 
analyzers arranged in two pairs. One pair 
measures elecmn fluxes in 20 
logarithmically spaced energy channels 
between 30eV and 30keV. executing a 
complete sweep each second. The other 
measures ions over the same range. The 
analyzer apertures always face local vertical. 
and thus measure only the precipitating 
particle populations with an angular 
acceptance of 10°x 10'. 

The thermal plasma detector, SSIE 
consists of a spherical h g m u i r  probe to 
measure thennal electrons and a planar 
retarding potential analyzer. RPA. to 
measure thermal ions. The hngmuir probe 
consists of (I 1.75inc-h diameter collector 
surrounded by a concenmc wire mesh gnd of 
2.25 inch diameter. It is mounted at the end 
of a 2.5foot rigid boom. Complete 
descriptions of the SSlE instruments. modes 
of operations, and data analysis methtxis ate 

given in Smiddy er al., [1978]. From the SSKE 
data. the thermal plasma density can be 
determined. 

The observations are summarized in 
Table 1, taken from Gusenhoven et al., 
[1985], where it was demonsmted that the 
occurrence and level of charging am well 
correlated with the ratio of electron flux with 
energy p a u r  than 14keV divided by the 
ambient plasma density (IF( 2 14 keV)  l nth ). 
They also present other evidence to 
established that these events do indeed 
cornspond to the passage of the satellites 
through visibly bright auroral arcs. 

111. The POLAR Code 

POLAR [Lilley erd,  19851 is a self- 
consistent h e  dimensional Poisson-Vlasov 
code. that provides steady state solutions by 
iterating between patenaal (Poisson) and 
density (VIasov) solutions on a cubical mesh. 
A versatile set of building elements can be 
combined to form complex objects with a 
variety of surface materials and elecmcal 
connections. A surface charging module can 
be added to the iteration to provide the 
spacecraft charging response to both natural 
and active charge drivers. The Poisson 
solver uses a finite element conjugate 
gradient method. with a unique technique of 
filtering charge densities to suppress grid 
noise, and produce stable solutions. POLAR 
calculates panicle densities by a method that 
divides space into (one or more) sheath and 
non-sheath ~j$otis separated by a sheath 
edge(s), located as an equi-potential. near 
kT. Extcmd to this surface the plasma 
distribution is presumed to be Maxwellian 
with possible flow. Extend densities are 
de!erminrd by geomcmc ray tracing with 
first order electric field corrections. This 
approach has been shown to comctly predict 
wake formation about the Space Shutlle 
Orbiter [Murphy er.al.. 19Rq. At the sheath 



TABLE 1. Summary of 11 Chargtng Events in 1983. [Gussenhoven et d., 19851 

*The oaramerer a, :s ~ n f m s d  from [he ~ x n t r a l  energy E. of !he Ion energy channel In wkrh rhc 
charpng p a r  ,s ~denrlned. LC,&, u 9 3'; for boch DMSP F6 and F7 

edge reasonable assumptions about the 
external potential structure and the usual 
constants of motion arc used to determine the 
flux and velocity of ions entering the sheath 
which at assigned to a super-particle and 
mcked inward. Lnternal sheath densities are 
determined from the time spent in each 
volume element. and surface cumnts from 
their final &position. When particles are 
npelled, their density is assumed to be 
Boltzmmn. 

Auroral electrons are introduced with 
three distinct energetic populations 
[Fonrheim. 19821: Power Law. specified by 
intensity, exponent. lower and higher cutoffs; 
Maxwellian, specified by density and 
temperature; Gaussian. specified by intensity, 
energy peak, and peA width. Awonl 
electrons are assumed to not conmbute 
significant space charge so they are 
decoupled From the P-V poltion of the 
itemion. They and other sources of cumnt 
are accounted for during 3 chargng step 
which updates conductor and surface 
pctentials. The Auroral electron flux is 
assumed to be isotropic. with no surface - 
surface shadowing, and secondary and 
backscatter currents are determined from 
surtke potential anti materid propentes 
[ K m .  19861. The isotropy assumption 1s a 

limiuuon on accuncy. and could be straight 
forwardly removed, but remains since 471 
observations art not usually available, and 
since a charging code is often used for 'worst 
case' analysis. Photo electron currents arc 
also included, with shadows calculated from 
sun direction infonnaaon. 

In modeling DMSP, POLAR is hampered 
by its single sized grid strucnut. In 
&signing POLAR to model the Shuttle 
Orbiter in the 200 - 400 Am altitude range, 
with an ambient lasrna &nsity range of 

- P 10'<~:< 10'cc . 10>AD >O.lcm, i t  
was decided that a single grid would be 
adequate for shuttle, sheaths, and scope of 
project. A plasma sheath thickness will 
always be bounded by the planar Child- 
Langmuir length. DCL= AD (eV / k ~ ) ~ ' ' .  
which will always be comparable to the 
shuttle scale. DMSP orbits at 840 h , where 
the plasma density varies from 
10 < N, c I O ~ C C - ' .  100 >ID > l cm.  With 
a satellite size of ;tpproximately 2 meters. 
hundred volt sheaths in the low density 
extreme will become much larger than the 
satellite. Lf we choose a fine resolution of the 
satcllite. the total number of nodes wi l l  
Increase run tlmes to prohibitive levels i the 
high resolution DMSP model at UT1358 
employed 2.5 .r lo5 ntxies and required about 



200 burs  at 1 0 ~ ~ s ) .  POLAR manages 
memory better than it does time by 
maintaining a data base on disk and paging 
hgments  of the problem into core so the 
largest problems can be run on srnall high 
performance workstations. POLAR does not 
require that the Debye length be resolved as 
is cornmoil in explicit particle simulations. 
Because of a technique called Charge 
Stabilimion [ C o o k  er al., 19851, the grid 
interval can be very large with respect ta ID 
without Poisson instability, but sheaths do 
tend to expand since in reality the sheath 
edge has AD scale structure which expands to 
the grid interval. With an inflated sheath 
comes higher sheath currents. 

The large DMSP sheaths are also a 
problem for POLAR'S sheath current and 
density algorithm. In the space charge 
limited regime where sheath thickness is less 
than or comparable to object size, angular 
momentum effects on the trajectories of 
incoming ions can be reasonably modeled 
with a single super-panicle at each sheath 
element. For large sheaths, this friendly 
feature is lost. In a stationary plasma, one 
can appeal to the analytic orbit-limited limit 
[r-aframboise and Parker, 19731, but in LEO, 
the orbital momentum of the incoming ions 
is not only high, its not even spherically 
symmetric. In the course of the DMSP study, 
the POLAR sheath model wa; extended to 
optionally replace a single sheath particle 
with a distribution of 5 particles that better 
samples the momen:um of the incoming 
panicles. 

In the low density extreme, it would 
appear desirable to abandon particle tricking. 
Inspection of large sheath panicle tracks in 
POLAR models reveils very chaotic orbital 
motion, and surface deposition patterns, that 
can be quite sensitive to initial conditions. 
Since i t  is not pr~cticd to apprnach problems 
with an enscmbic of variant cdculations, one 

is inclined to give up the pursuit of surface 
level accuracy for a more efficient approach 
to the bulk charging. On a trial basis, we 
have introduced an ad hoc 'Orbit Limited' 
type model. when we seek a formula for the 
net surface cumnt as an analytic function of 
potential, similar to the successful approach 
employed by NASCM [Kan. 1978j. This 
formula gives for surface current density, 

I 

, Jr, = V k T  1 2 x r n .  M =velociP ;mi l k ~ .  
The second term in the first braces is the ram 
current to a disk assuming a thermal current 
to a sphere. The second term in the second 
bncts converts the orbit limited temperarun 
to the flow energy. 

POLAR is also challenged by small 
potentials. The Poisson solver is not 
bothered, but when surfaces have potential 
near kT, zero, or M~ k T 1 2 e .  currents can 
be difficult to calculate, particularly near 
higher surface and space potentials. 

IV. Surellire Models 

The observations presented in table 1 
represent a very wide range of panmeten. 
Some of these cannot be reasonable modeled 
with POLAR. due to constraints posed by the 
combination of density and potential. For 
example. the F6 observations on Jan. 12 & 
20, indicate high level charging with low 
ambient density. These condtions will 
produce a very extended sheath. which is 
difficult to model for the reasons presented in 
the prcvious section. Reducing the object a d  
grid resolution can help, and in this study, 
two different resolution DMSP satellite 
models have been used. These models and 
the dismbuuon of materials were &rived 
from satellite documentation [DMSP. 19831. 
and from a cardboard. CAE model of DMSP 
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Figure 1. lllusmtion of DMSP [DMSP, 19831 

provided by RCA A s m  Div. (now GE Astro 
Space Div.). A sketch of DMSP from the 
documentltion with a few features is shown 
in figurr, 1. The high resolution POLAR 
model is shown viewed from nm amd wake 
in figures 2 and 3 along with material 
designations. 

? S I I  n r I I 

Figure 3. Surface cell material composition as 
viewed from the - X &muon. 

represents a microwave imaging sensor 
(actually round), found on some versions of 
DMSP. All matend were chosen From the 

1 s * ? v a u a n 
default list of POLAR (NASCAP) materials. 
which in some cases rut guesses. The worst L C ]  - H  L guesses are probably the non-conducting 

L - rn Lo paint used on the back side of the solar cells. 

anti the assumption that the aluminized 
Figure?. Surface cell matend cornpos~uon s 

wewed from h c  + X tluccuon. backing of the tctlon and kapton thermal 
blankets is Jwnvs uniformly grounded. Thc 



&pendent materid treatment that could be 
adopted if this appears to be a limiting factor. 

V. Comparisons 

Three observations wert chosen from 
Table 1 for comparison with POLAR. 
Charging on F6. Jan. 10, 1983. UT74.722. is 
chosen because the plasma density and 
sheath size are reasonable for POLAR. and 
because the low potential will test POLAR'S 
ability to model thrtshold charging. 
Chargmg on FI. Dec. 01, 1983, UT1.358. is 
chosen because the charging is significant 
with a plasma density sufficient tc) produce a 
tractable sheath size. Chargmg on FI, Dec. 
31, 1983, UT14.007 produces a impossibly 
large sheath, but was included as a test of the 
analytic Orbit limited ion model. These 
events arc hence tagged by their Universal 
Times. 

The first step in developing the POLAR 
models was fitting the observed electron 
spectra. For this purpose. representative 
spectra wert chosen fmm the observations. 
fitted by the POLAR spectral parameters. and 
assumed to be constant owl the event 
duration. It would have been preferable to 
compute the ave~age observed spectra before 
fitting, but this was not done. Better still 
would be to introduce new fits to spectra as 
they varied. but since the fitting is now done 
by hand and eye, this would have been 
prohibitively time cotsurning. Possibly the 
best approach would have been for POLAR 
to accept numerical spectra. but presently, 
that option does not exist. 

Figure 4 shows the fit at UT1,.158, where 
the resultant POLAR line and the observation 
n almost identlcd. Figures 5 show\ the 
poorest tit wh~ch is for UT74.722.  The 
spectra st UT14.007 is s imlv  to L'T1.158. 
Significant uncenainty enters the mcnlels 
with respect to the environments. From the 
~~bservations, we do not know the electron 

population above 30 keV, or the extent 
outside of the observation solid angle. and 
the nponed ion density can be influenced by 
rpace potential focusing effects. Ir. . !,I 

calculations, the ion density was set to that 
nponed in Table 1. and 0.02 eV was used for 
the ion tempentun. 

l o 7 +  : "- . - :--+-I 
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Figure 4. POLAR fit to the I7 SSJ4 spectrum. 
Observations ar Dec 01, 1983. UT 1,458. fiued with 
Powa law. Maxwellian, and Gaussian components. 

Charging at UT1.458 and UT74.722 was 
modeled with both the high resolution DMSP 
model and DMSPWE. Because of the the 
compute time required for the high resolution 
model, large time steps were taken. 
POLAR'S chvging algorithm has implicit 
stability, but the nature of that algorithm in 
it's implicit limit leaves the temporal fidelity 
suspect. Therefort. in figure 6, we present the 
charg~ng history at UT1.459 for the 
DMSPWE only. 

Tile charging history suggests that the 
frame potential reaches equilibrium ver)r 
early wtth respect to the dielccmc surfsccs 
wh~ch 1s ss expected since the dielecmc to 
conduc:or capacitance will be much hlgher 
that from the fnme to infinity. Given the 
uncensinties, the close agreement between 
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Figure 5. UT 74.722 obwvation and F O U R  fit. 

Figure 6. DMSPWE Charg~ng history for selected 
surfa~es aI LIT 1.458. 

this model and observation reflects some 
degree of luck. Wake side surface potentials 
for DMSPWE are shown in figure 7. whert 
not surprizingly, the highest potentials are 
found on the wake side !enon surfaces. For 
comparison. the high resolution model wake 
side potentials are shown in figure 8. Herr 
the same tetlon surfaces are highly charged. 
but 3 few kapton surfxes patially hidden in 
a cleft have taken the lead. The high res. ran1 
side is presented in figure 9, which exhibits 
lower potentials because of the ram ion flux. 
The exception is the edge of the solar may  

Figure 7. DMSPWE wake side surface porcntials 

Figure 8. MHSP wake side surface potentials 

which charges on both the ram and wake 
sides. The chargmg of the ram side of the 
solar m y  appears to be an artifact of a 
surface current smoothing algorithm that has 
moved some of the riun side current to the 
back, leaving the ram edge with insufficient 
ion flux to prevent charging. 

Figure 10 is a 2D cut through the 3D 
POLAR grid showing a shadow outline of 
the smllitc, and space potential contours. 
The sheath edge used to compute ion fluxes 
;mu launch the tracked panicles lies at a 
siightly morr negative potential than the kT 
contour labeled in the figure. 

Spacecraft fnme potentials calculated by 
POLAR and obsemed on DMSP at all three 
times arc summanzed In Table 2. In all three 
cases POLAR mi observations are in rough 



Figure 9. DMSP ram side surface potentials 

Contour Levels. Volts: -300. -200. -100. -20. -0.2. .0.02 
Figure 10. Contour plot of DMSPWE at UT 1,458. 

agreement. The trends are correct, and the 
values are as close as one can expect gven 
the uncertainty in code physics. 
environmental uncertainty, and model 
fidelity. 

We may also use POLAR to asses 
whether additional uncertainty can be 
attributed to the measurement of ion density. 
Figure 11 is rt plot oC nm side ion currents 
for UT1.458. The ion flux to a square surface 
of an uncharged satellite would be 
2 . 6 ~  10- '~ rn~ ,  which would be mostly 

TABLE 2. Computcd Yrd Obsaved 

- Frame Charging Potentials (VolW 
Tan UTI A58 UT14.007 UT74.722 
FIIF6 215 500 68 
Polar 
DMSP 390 -- 12 

DMSPWE 230 1 200 1 1  
BigPWE 802 - - 

white in figure 11. As we can see most 
surfaces collect mon. 

-- ~- -- 

Figure 11. Run side im urrfafe c t l r ru r~  r UT 1,458. 

Without knowledge of the actual focusing 
factors, which vary with the interntion, it is 
msonablt to assume no focusing in 
determining an observed density. 
(N = N u x ~ , , ~  1 VorbY ) We must however 
assume that the measured ion density has an 
interaction induced uncertainty when 
chargmg occurs. In fact. if we reduce the ion 
density in the POLAR UT 74,722 model by a 
factor of two, the satellite charges to -57 
Volts with the ram side focusing factors 
exceeding :! for some surfaces. 

The differences between the high and low 
rcsolut~on models tell us about the effect of 
some of the assumptions discussed in section 
3. Note that for UT 1,458. the high 
rcsolut~on model charged to the higher 
potential. Thc incnased variegation on the 
high res, model without surface ~hadowing 
increases the net electron fluv. Tke lower 
resolution model has slightly higher net ion 



fluxes due to sheath thickening effect of the 
charge stabilization, so in comparison, the 
high rts. has lower fluxes. Both of these 
effects YC of about the same magnitude and 
contribute to the higher high res. charging. 

We can also take this opportunity to take 
a look at the size effect. In the model listed 
as "BIG PWE" in table 2, the DMSPWE 
calculation was rerun with the mesh size 
parameter increased by a factor of four, 
which produced an almost four fold increase 
in charging. 

VI. C~nclurions 

The nsults and comparisons in this study 
have shown that POLAR is capable of 
modeling at least some of the DMSP 
charging events. This was not a blind study, 
and for that reason, the conclusions art not as 
strong as otherwise. Had table 1 been 
presented to those of us who set up the 
POLAR runs without the charging levels. 
most would have been run. Those models 
with low density and pxcsumably high 
charging levels would have been abandoned 
when sheaths grew too large. Although 
incomplete. runs abandoned due to charging 
would have smngthened an affirmative 
assessment of POLAR capability. In the 
course of pursuing these nsults a few bugs 
wen  fixed, and some extensions were made. 
The most significant extensions were the 
'orbit limited' extension which is mostly a 
conceptual stut. and the thermal sheath 
pnrticle spreading, which has k e n  of 
continuing usefulness. 

We may also recommend (to ourselves) 
changes that would improve the code. The 
surface current spreading should be either 
eliminated, or made smmer. Wake side 
charging bleeding onto the nm could be 
mistaken for a red phenomenon. Although 
the net ion fluxes are conserved. barrier 
effects md the s c c o n d q  cumnts that might 

or might not be suppressed could depend 
upon the actual location of surface potential. 
Incorporating available improvements in 
solar cell treatment would also be &sirable. 
We also saw how two small effects, artificial 
sheath current enhancement in low resoluaon 
models. and the lack of self-shadowing in 
auroral electron current deposition, combined 
to produce a weak scale dependence for 
charging. While individually small effects, 
their ability to combine suggests that they arc 
best comctcd. 

A nested grid capability would definitely 
enhance POLAR. The large shcath pfoblems 
would run quicker, but the idea of mapping 
c u m n u  from a sheath edge to surfaces 
probably breaks at some point which may lie 
within present capabilities. If one anticipates 
such a breakdown, it should be addressed 
befort extending POLAR. Another reason 
for wishing a nested or  multi-grid capability, 
would be the ability to enhance surface 
xcsolution. The value here is again subject to 
the mapping accwcy  question, and to limits 
of the building block approach, which should 
be updated along with any improvements in 
gridding. 

Ln conclusion, POLAR, docs appear 
capable of predicting the presence and lcvcls 
of auroral charging. 
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